Machine learning process technologies usher new questions regarding their potential complementarity with existing human capital. Within the context of the US Patent and Trademark Office examination process, our experimental framework investigates productivity differentials when workers with heterogeneous human capital interface with machine learning, relative to the older Boolean search technology. We randomly assign individuals with and without computer science and engineering (CS&E) knowledge bases to each process technology, a subset of whom are also randomly provided expert domain specific knowledge, and analyze their productivity as measured by accuracy and speed in identifying prior art relevant for patent claims adjudication. We find that, when provided with expert domain knowledge, productivity with machine learning technology is lower than Boolean technology, but these results are driven almost entirely by heterogeneous effects by those with and without computer science and engineering (CS&E) backgrounds. Specifically, tests of underlying mechanisms reveal that unlocking superior prediction from machine learning requires CS&E skills. Further, participants lacking these skills are able to compensate for more imprecise information from Boolean searches through superior reading and information sifting skills. Our study contributes to literature streams on artificial intelligence, endogenous technological change, and strategic management of the pace of technological substitution by providing insights on complementarities between technologies and horizontally differentiated human capital.
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning-where programmed computers learn from existing data to conduct mental tasks and facilitate decisions (Agrawal, Gans and Goldfarb, 2018; Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2014)-may well transform future production and work. For example, Bughin et al., (2017) predict machine learning, when combined with robotics, may increase global productivity growth by 0.8-1.4%, while automating nearly 50% of current work performed by humans. Accordingly, AI has ushered debate on the substitution of humans by intelligent machines, and on who may benefit or lose (Autor 2015; Benzell, Kotlikoff, LaGarda, and Sachs, 2015; Bessen 2016; Brynjolffson and McAfee 2014) . Budding empirical research compares decision making and productivity of machine learning vs. humans, and wage and employment effects on vertically differentiated-skilled vs. unskilled-labor (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2017; Aghion, Bergeaud, Blundell and Griffith, 2017; Cowgil 2017) . At least in the foreseeable future, however, workplaces will require humans to interface with machines, especially in the case of AI-related process technologies which incorporate humans as part of the production process. This raises an important question about whether the productivity of machine learning relative to the current technology vintage is affected by the underlying skill composition of heterogeneous human capital (MacCrory et al. 2016 ). The answer is critical to determining the pace of technological substitution (Adner and Kapoor, 2016; Adner and Snow, 2010; Christensen, 1997) , aligning potentially productive technologies with existing workforce capabilities (Bloom, Sadun and Van Reenan, 2012; Henderson 2006) , and assessing social and individual welfare effects on individuals' skill obsolescence and refurbishment (Bekman, Bound and Machin, 1998; Fernandez, 2001 ).
To answer the question, we build on the prediction and judgment in decision making framework (Agrawal et al., 2016; and add insights from human capital literature on a) domain specific expertiseskills and knowledge accumulated through prior learning investments within a knowledge domain (Simon, 1991) , and b) vintage specific human capital-skills and knowledge specific to the technology accumulated through prior familiarity of tasks with the technology (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991) . Given that machine learning represents an enhancement in prediction technologies (Agrawal et al., 2018) , we theorize that productivity enhancements of machine learning technologies relative to older vintages will be contingent on two "interactions" of human capital with the technology. First, we posit domain specific expertise enables superior search strategies to arrive at predictions based on available data, and second, we posit vintage specific human capital results in superior ability of users to interface with process technologies.
This framework maps well to the empirical context of patent prior art search conducted in the US Patent and Technology Office (USPTO), to compare the productivity of their newly developed machine learning process technology relative to the older vintage of Boolean search technology. Specifically, patent examiners within specialized knowledge domains(e.g. biomedical, chemical, computer, mechanical and natural sciences and engineering; also law and business) utilize search technologies to generate predictions of relevant prior art as a critical input when adjudicating novelty of patent application claims, and the scope of intellectual property should a patent be granted. Domain expertise of patent examiners is critical in both determining the search strategy (what content to search for in available databases), and in the judgment phase based on reviewing the results from the search to arrive at a decision. For vintage specific human capital related to knowledge of machine learning technologies, we focus on individuals with prior experience in computer science and engineering (CS&E), because it enables higher absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990 ).
Our experimental framework permits this examination through random assignment of each process technology (machine learning and Boolean search), and random provision of domain specific expertise, to individuals who differ in their prior specialized knowledge bases (CS&E vs. non CS&E) . Specifically, we are interested in which combination of skills and technology most improves the patent examination process, both in terms of time and accuracy of the adjudication process. Accordingly, with the help of USPTO personnel, we devised the task of adjudicating an application with five claims, which would all be rejected if the examiner identifies just one prior patent upon conducting a search using the randomly assigned technology. We then asked 221 MBA students at a top-tier business school, stratified by CS&E backgrounds, to simulate a patent examiner's role for claim adjudication. All participants received general training on the examination process, and we further randomized the provision of expert advice (that codifies domain specific expertise), in the form of communication from a USPTO patent examiner.
Our findings reveal on average, those assigned the machine learning process technology were eight percentage points less likely to find the relevant prior patent than those assigned to Boolean search. This differential, however, is driven entirely by underlying human capital differences. Domain specific expertise is critical to productivity: only when participants are provided with expert advice did they locate the relevant prior art. Further, vintage specific human capital effects are also stark: non-CS&E examiners are more successful using the prior Boolean technology, while CS&E examiners are more effective with the machine learning technology. Indeed, none of the non-CS&E examiners were able to find the relevant prior art using the machine learning technology, and to our surprise, none of the CS&E examiners were able to find the relevant prior art using the Boolean search technology. A deeper examination of underlying mechanisms reveals how the technology and human capital interface relates to these productivity differentials. If implemented correctly, we find, consistent with Agrawal et al. (2018) , that the machine learning search resulted in a "finer" prediction (both more tightly relevant, and rank-ordered distribution of prior art), relative to the Boolean search's "coarse" predictions (more dispersed distribution of potentially relevant prior art).
Consistent with Chari and Hopenhayn (1991) , we find implementation of expert advice in the machine learning technology differed significantly based on CS&E background; the CS&E examiners were better able to handle the complexities of manipulating word clouds within the machine language process technology than non-CS&E examiners. The enhanced predictive power of the machine learning technology was thus only realized by CS&E examiners, who were subsequently able to identify the specific patent, invalidating the claim based on a rank-ordered smaller set of potentially relevant prior art. On the other hand, we found the implementation of expert advice in the Boolean search technology was not significantly different for either CS&E and non-CS&E examiners, but surprisingly, non-CS&E examiners were substantially better at reading through the larger set of prior art to find the specific patent which invalidated the claim, relative to CS&E examiners. We interpret our results to reflect that (a) identifying the specific patent among the predicted potentially relevant prior art yielded through the technology is not an easy task, and (b) the adoption of machine learning increases the value of (CS&E) skills that facilitate better predictions (narrower distribution), while reducing the need for (reading speed and comprehension) skills whose value was derived from relatively worse predictions (more dispersed distribution).
The paper contributes to a number of related literature streams at the intersection of innovation and human capital. First, while debate abounds for the future replacement of humans at work in the era ushered by artificial intelligence and machine learning (Autor 2015; Benzell et al., 2015; Bessen 2016; Brynjolffson and McAfee 2014) , there is scant attention to the immediate implications for productivity of machine learning substitutions for older technology vintages, particularly as this pace of technology substitution may be conditioned by complementary human capital knowledge bases. Our study highlights that even within the high-skilled labor force, horizontal differentiation due to specialization of human capital accounts for significant productivity differentials when interfacing with different technology vintages. These differentials have not been incorporated in theories for either artificial intelligence/machine learning's effect on productivity and workplace practices Agrawal et al. 2018 , Autor 2015 Benzell et al. 2015) , or in theories of technology diffusion (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic, 2009 ). Both theoretical streams assume away horizontal differentiation in prior knowledge bases, even as they distinguish between either vertical human capital differences (i.e. lousy or lovely jobs), or vintage specific human capital (i.e. technology specific learning-by-doing). In contrast, our study theorizes and shows within the high-skilled labor force, and within same technology vintages, individuals exhibit heterogeneous productivity based on their prior knowledge base interfacing with the technology. Given specialized knowledge bases distant from CS&E will be critical to productivity because of judgment, even if not prediction (Agrawal et al., 2018) , such horizontal differences in specialized knowledge cannot be assumed away.
To the strategic management of innovation literature stream (Adner and Snow, 2010; Adner and Kapoor, 2016; Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Christensen, 1997) , we contribute by noting new technologies may fail to diffuse rapidly in spite of potential relative superiority because of their interactions with complementary human capital. Our study also contributes to the human capital and career specialization literature (Becker and Murphy, 1992; Rosen, 1983; Zuckerman et al., 2003) -while scholars have noted the beneficial effects of human capital investments in developing expertise (e.g. Castanias and Helfat, 1991) , our study highlights the need to additionally develop vintage specific human capital and skills for interfacing with a focal technology, to the extent newer technology vintages shift the knowledge base requirements for productivity gains.
These finding are replete with important managerial implications, given the firm's pre-existing workforce is its most important capability (Bloom et al., 2012; Hatch and Dyer 2004) , and also the most difficult to change. We suggest one reason firms may fail following adoption of a seemingly profitable technology, despite training to update skill sets of their workers, is that the new technology places differential emphasis on some specialized skill sets over others. While a firm may invest in significant technology-specific training to help workers adapt to a new technology, our results suggest such training will not help all firms, or all workers, equally: the prior knowledge bases of the workforce will interact differently with new technologies, requiring firms and workers to re-think existing complementarities between specialized knowledge domains, even as they consider the complementarities between workers and technologies. Our study offers a cautionary note against a "one size fits all" training regimen that is technology specific, and calls for more nuanced programs where the training takes into account the absorptive capacity related to prior knowledge base and skills of individuals. Similarly, to the extent that hiring, retention, innovation management, and compensation are ultimately tied to productivity differentials based on available technologies, the implications of our study extend to a careful re-thinking of all these practices.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
Our study builds upon insights from two literature streams-implications of AI for productivity and workplace practices, and vintages of technology and human capital. We provide a brief overview of each and then integrate the two to develop a guiding framework for our study's examination of productivity differentials of process technologies, as contingent on their use by individuals with different human capital.
Artificial Intelligence and Implications for Productivity and Workplace Practices
Artificial intelligence (AI) is defined as "the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent behavior" (Merriam-Webster, 2017) , and in its current technological state takes the form of machine learning, where computers improve their learning over time autonomously, through programs which utilize additional observational data and information from real-world interactions (Faggella, 2017) . From a socio-economic perspective, AI is bringing back to fore age-old issues regarding implications of technological breakthroughs for productivity and management practices, as well as changing human capital and skills composition for individuals at work (Brynjolffson and McAfee 2014 , Autor 2015 , Bessen 2016 Hounshell, 1985 Mokyr, 1990) . Within this debate, some scholars have provided reasons why, at least in the foreseeable future, AI's substitution for humans at work is overstated (Agrawal, et al. 2018; Autor, 2014; Jones et al., 2017) . These reasons rely on both theories regarding whether AI is capital or labor augmenting, and on the comparative advantage of humans vs. machines in different types of tasks. For example, Agrawal et al. (2016) break down the anatomy of a task into data, prediction, judgment and action and note that while machine learning is applicable largely to prediction, humans are important for judgment-the ability to make considered decisions by accounting for the impact actions have on outcomes, in light of prediction. In a similar vein, Autor (2014) builds on codified vs. tacit knowledge to highlight complementarities between machines' comparative advantage in routine, codifiable tasks, and humans' comparative advantage on tasks requiring tacit knowledge, flexibility, judgment and creativity.
Two limitations arise in the current discourse on AI, where theoretical models make different assumptions about machines and humans in the underlying production function, task structure, and even rates at which past investments by "dead high-tech workers" can replace effort by current period high-tech workers Autor, 2015; Benzell et al., 2015) . One, notwithstanding a budding set of empirical papers (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2017; Cowgil, 2017; Graetz & Michaels, 2015) , there is a dearth of empirical evidence on the effects of machine learning on productivity, relative to current alternative technologies. Two, the models ignore the literature on technology diffusion-which we turn to next-that notes new technologies may take prolonged periods of time for large scale adoption even in the presence of newer regimes (Adner and Kapoor, 2016; Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Mansfield, 1968) .
Vintages of Technology and Human Capital Heterogeneity
Endogenous models of technological change highlight a new technology's diffusion relative to existing vintages depends not only to its "objective" superiority, but also on the technology's interaction with complementary resources and capabilities. In particular, emergence challenges to new technologies relate to bottlenecks posed in existing ecosystems in the form of complementary products, resources and capabilities (Adner and Kapoor, 2016) , and extension opportunities for old technologies are enabled by demand heterogeneity and user preferences for the old technology (Adner and Snow, 2010) . Similarly, models of endogenous technological change provide mechanisms underpinning prolonged periods of technology diffusion, relating the time lag to its relative superiority to existing technology vintages and the distribution of human capital familiar with each technology vintage (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic, 2009 ).
Empirically, scholars examining technology diffusion have implicated differences in individuals and workplace practices as critical to the technology's acceptance and productivity (Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Black and Lynch, 2001; Greenwood, Agarwal, Agarwal and Gopal, 2018) .
A salient difference of diffusion models, then, from models in the preceding section where AI and machine learning may (exogenously) complement or substitute for human capital, is the focus on not only the vintage of the technology (new vs. old), but also the vintage of the human capital interfacing with the technology. Given each technology ushers with it different tasks, and also changes the composition of tasks performed by machines or humans (Autor, et al., 2003) , Chari and Hopenhayn (1991) define vintage human capital as technology-specific skills which relate to both task-specific human capital (Gibbons and Waldman, 2004 ) accumulated through learning-by-doing, and the evolution of these tasks across technology vintages.
Thus, the literature on technology diffusion acknowledges both endogenous pace of technology substitution, and the importance of vintage specific human capital. However, it abstracts away from within technology vintage heterogeneity in human capital: productivity of different vintages of technology may not only entail complementarities between higher vs. lower levels of human capital and skills (Jovanovic, 2009 ), but also complementarities with heterogeneous human capital that is qualitatively distinct because of domain expertise (rather than vertically differentiated), given specialization and division of labor (Becker and Murphy, 1992; Schultz, 1961; Simon, 1991) . Thus, even within a high skilled labor force, differences in prior knowledge bases may create differences in productivity as they interact with successive technology vintages.
Production Complementarities between Process Technology and Specialized Knowledge Bases
The above literature streams set the stage for our study's examination of productivity differentials between two technology vintages, as contingent on differences in human capital on two dimensions: domain specific expertise (Simon, 1991) , and vintage specific human capital (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991) .
We start with the "anatomy of a task" model of Agrawal et al. (2018) , focusing on the decision making process leading to action. 1 Figure 1 represents a stylized depiction of this model to a process technology context wherein humans and technology are complements to each other. In contexts where decisions are contingent on both predictions and judgment, Agrawal et al. (2018) note that machine learning technologies are really prediction technologies, and improve productivity by enabling superior predictions (signals) of underlying states from available data, relative to older vintages.
[Insert Figure 1 here]
We elaborate on the model further by noting two types of human capital-domain specific expertise and vintage specific human capital-are important in arriving at an action. First, domain specific expertise is important to judgment-the process of determining payoffs from actions based expectations of the underlying state (Agrawal et al. 2016; . As an example, Agrawal et al (2018) describe how radiologists use imaging technologies to arrive at predictions, which then inform judgments that take into account costs and benefits of potential courses of action to determine which action is the preferred choice. We posit domain specific expertise is also relevant to prediction, because of its role in determining the "search" strategy for arriving at predictions through use of a process technology. Continuing with the radiology context, Jha and Topol (2016: E2) note the complexity and abundance of data implies human attention is necessary to "manage the information being extracted" which includes ensuring that "images are of sufficient quality and that the [technology] is yielding neither too many false positives nor too many false negative results." Second, Figure 1 depicts vintage specific human capital is important because it relates to how humans interface with the technology-as noted above-the same tasks may need to be performed differently across two different technologies, and further, the composition of tasks (and skills required) may also be different across technologies (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991) . Accordingly, the potential of machine learning technology's productivity improvement can be realized contingent on individuals interfacing with the technology having vintage specific human capital. Here, we note the focus is on workers not as developers, but users of machine learning technologies. We posit workers with computer science and engineering (CS&E) knowledge bases will be more productive with machine learning technologies relative to those with non-CS&E knowledge bases because the user-interface of machine learning technologies will be more familiar to workers with prior CS&E knowledge bases, than for those with non CS&E knowledge. In their seminal article on absorptive capacity, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) note an individual's prior related knowledge is key to their ability to absorb new knowledge. They remark, "students who … mastered the principles of algebra find it easier to grasp advanced work in mathematics such as calculus; …Pascal (computer programming language) students learned LISP (another programming language) much better because they better appreciated the semantics of various programming concepts" (p. 130). Similarly, prior computer programming knowledge will provide CS&E workers a better skill-set for interfacing with machine learning tools. Prior knowledge gained from working on computer software tools that involve manipulating user interfaces should enhance their productivity when interacting with the tool, relative to non-CS&E workers who may lack these skills and expertise.
To summarize the insights from Figure 1 , productivity differentials between new (machine learning) and the older vintage process technology hinges on two important human capital attributes of the individuals using the process technology: their domain specific expertise, because it matters in both judgment and the devising of effective prediction strategies, and their vintage specific human capital, because it relates to effective interfacing with the process technology, conditional on having the same prediction strategy.
RESEARCH CONTEXT AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Our study examines productivity differentials across technology vintages based on their interface with heterogeneous human capital within the context of USPTO examiners who review patent applications. 2 The older vintage relies on Boolean keyword search, while the newer vintage utilizes machine learning. This context represents an ideal setting for our study, for reasons explicated below as we provide brief descriptions of the patent examination process and each of these techniques below (For more detailed information, please refer to Appendix B, Exhibit B1 and B2, GAO (2016) and the USPTO website at www.uspto.gov).
The Patent Examination Process
To meet the legal standards for a patent, claims must be both novel (i.e., a new, unique invention) and non-obvious (i.e., sufficiently inventive). USPTO examiners review patent applications, compare it to prior art (i.e., all existing patents, patent applications, and published materials), and determine whether an inventor's claims meet these two criteria. Upon receipt, an application is classified based on technical subject matter to one or more of classifications among thousands of different technologies. This classification routes the application to one of eleven technology centers which collectively cover electrical, chemical and mechanical technology fields. The eleven technology centers are further subdivided into smaller "art units" consisting of patent examiners who are highly skilled and clustered based on their domain expertise on related technologies within the unit. Within each art unit, the assignment to patent examiner is based on examiner workload rather than complexity of patent. 3 Upon an application being assigned, the patent examiner adjudicates on novelty and non- requires the examiner to devise a search strategy and use available technologies to identify a list of potentially relevant prior art for the specific patent application (See Appendix B, Exhibit B3). The examiner then reviews the results to arrive at a "signal" regarding the novelty of the claims. This signal is an important input in the process along with judgment, relying also on domain expertise, to arrive at a decision of whether or not to invalidate the claims made in the application, and determine intellectual property scope if a patent is granted.
Need and Efforts for Productivity Improvements in the USPTO Patent Examination Process
In maintaining a balance between expediency and patent examination quality, the USPTO aims to provide at least a first office action within 10 months of receipt (Brinkerhoff, 2014) . However, increases in the number of patent applications received by the USPTO (e.g. an 18 % increase in the five year period between 2010 and 2014) 4 have created significant delays-over half a million backlogged applications, and current processing of first office action at more than sixteen months 5 -in spite of USPTO investing significant resources to increase the number of examiners by 28% from 2010 to 2014 (Crouch, 2014; Choudhury, Khanna and Mehta, 2017) . The Government Accountability Office report on intellectual property (GAO, 2016) notes these delays are compounded by recent increases in disputes over patent validity, raising concerns "the USPTO examiners do not always identify the most relevant prior art, which has resulted in granting some patents that may not meet the statutory requirements for patentable inventions" (p. 2).
The concerns regarding time and accuracy of patent examination can be traced to underlying challenges in the various important and laborious steps in the process (GAO, 2016) . For example, to identify prior art, examiners often search beyond PatFT and AppFT in other databases to locate prior art stored elsewhere (e.g., published articles, trade journals). The complexity arises in part because of the characteristics of prior art and patent applications: patent examiners often deal with non-uniform language, intentionally vague or broad patent claims, and missing relevant references, which increase prior art search costs.
Additional challenges relate to the process technologies utilized when conducting prior-art search.
The current mainstream technology for prior art search tools available to patent examiners (and accessible to others in public versions) are named EAST (Examiners' Automated Search Tool) and WEST (Web-based Examiners Search Tool) and rely on Boolean logic. 6 Patent examiners use Boolean operators to conduct structured searches using keywords and strings with the available databases to yield potential prior art citations. As Alcacer and Gittelman (2006) document, two-thirds of prior art citations on the average patent are inserted by examiners to define appropriate scope. When evaluating the current search tools and capabilities, GAO (2016) noted 48% of the patent examiners found these search tools made identification of prior art easier, but 17% found them to make it more difficult. More than half of the patent examiners thought the tools available to them in EAST/WEST as "less advanced and more reliant on keyword searching than other available tools" (p 24). The report stated the desire expressed by the majority for search engines for increased automation: both in search for concepts and synonyms related to keywords entered by the examiners, and in identification of prior art based on information already included in the patent application (claims and specification) without any reliance on patent examiner entered keywords.
In 2016, the USPTO invested resources in developing a machine learning tool called Sigma (Krishna et al., 2016) . Sigma increases automation in the search for existing patents (see Appendix B Exhibit B4).
Examiners manipulate the search algorithm by selecting patent application components (e.g., the abstract, title, or description) they believe are most relevant, and also enter the most important search terms into a "word cloud". 7 Sigma, in turn, adjusts the algorithm accordingly and retrieves a more refined set of search results. Over time, and consistent with the feedback assimilation for enhanced prediction process highlighted in Agrawal et al (2018) , Sigma learns the examiner's habits to suggest searches based on the examiner's prior behavior. Sigma is currently being tested and refined for adoption. Importantly, while the first and critical stakeholder group are the patent examiners whose productivity depends on the search technologies, as with the earlier technology vintages, the USPTO intends to make these tools available to the general public, to benefit the population of potential inventors and the personnel they employ and facilitate their patent application process. Accordingly, the larger goal when investing in machine learning technologies relates to their ease of use for all relevant stakeholders.
Productivity of Process Technology Contingent on Domain and Vintage Specific Human Capital
Returning to Figure 1 , it is useful to think through the differences in each search technology, and the steps in the process where domain expertise and vintage specific human capital is required of examiners who use each technology. Within the first step of prediction, domain expertise is important in determining the content of the search. While the content of the search will depend on the claims being made in a focal patent application, each process technology represents different user interfaces, and the search strategies need to be customized to the process technology. For example, Boolean search for potentially relevant prior art requires the use of appropriate search strings and operands, while machine learning requires the manipulation of word clouds. Accordingly, each process technology requires knowledge and skills specific to its vintage, and we expect examiners who have prior CS&E knowledge and experience to be more adept at interfacing with machine learning technology. Based on the search for identical content, the machine learning and Boolean search technologies produce different outputs. Unlike machine learning process technology which produces a relevance-ranked list based on reading of the documents, the Boolean search tool yields an unranked list of potential prior art. Also, as noted above, the machine learning technology uses natural language processing algorithms to update itself based on examiner choices of what is relevant. As a result, well-performed searches on the machine learning result in superior prediction, consistent with Agrawal et al. (2016; .
The examiner then reads through the yields of the search output, comparing the claims made in the focal patent application with existing relevant prior art. Relative to the output of Boolean search, the output of well performed searches on machine learning can significantly reduce the time burden and increase accuracy of this important step, given the relevance ranking of a more precise set of relevant prior art. Using their judgment, the examiner then renders a decision regarding granting of patent and its scope.
In sum then, while machine learning technology has the potential to deliver on the need for productivity improvements, the realization of the potential will hinge on its use by patent examiners (and other stakeholders) who represent a diversity of domain expertise and prior experience and skills. Accordingly, the interaction between their human capital and the process technology will determine the extent of potential productivity enhancements of new technologies, relative to the existing options.
Description of Experiment
The ideal design to examine productivity differentials of process technology based on interactions with heterogeneous human capital is one in which (1) subjects do not self-select into experiment, (2) technology vintage type is randomly assigned across individuals with and without CS&E knowledge, and domain expertise is randomly manipulated (3) there are ways to assess potential contamination between treatment and control group and (4) it is possible to not only causally identify the relationships of interest, but also shed light on the underlying mechanisms. We briefly describe the experiment before describing how our research design allows us to address each of these concerns (See Appendix B, Experimental Design Section).
The participants in this experiment were 221 graduate students enrolled in three sections of a course at a top tier business school, who were asked to "examine" a patent with five claims over a period of five days. We chose experimental subjects, i.e. MBA students rather than patent examiners for two reasons. The use of patent examiners would translate into an inability to control for unobservable differences across subjects in human capital (domain and vintage specific), which could bias results and create concerns regarding our cross-technology comparisons. The use of MBA students mitigates this concern; all subjects had similar (lack of) experience in patent examination processes and search technologies used within them, so they better simulate new workers (with differences in prior CS&E knowledge bases) being assigned to different technologies. Secondly, as noted above, the USPTO intends both technologies to be available for general public use; the heterogeneity in prior backgrounds of MBA students may be more representative of the skilled labor force at large and thus informative of productivity differences for larger stakeholder groups.
The research team simulated conditions encountered by patent examiners in designing the patent examination exercise with invaluable help from USPTO officials. First, we determined the time period to be allotted for examination of the patent claims, and also ensured task manageability given expectations of time investments by the subjects participating in the experiment. In consultation with the USPTO officials, we determined 0.6 hours per claim to be reasonable; the additional 33% of time allotment per claim provided a cushion given the newness of the task to the participants. 8 Second, the USPTO officials helped identify a past patent application of average complexity, to be used for the experiment. The specific patent application had been examined in 2010, and was rejected based on a prior art citation that invalidated its novelty claims (Appendix B, Exhibits B5 and B6). Given the applicant had abandoned the process after the claims were rejected, no record of the patent examination results were available to our experimental participants (e.g. as could be identified through a Google search). To pare down the time investments to manageable levels, the USPTO officials identified 5 claims from the 39 claims made in the original application which were deemed most relevant for the outcome of the examination. Third, to enable random provision of "domain expertise," an experienced USPTO examiner who worked in the art-unit where the patent was originally examined in 2010 created the content of the emails which were shared as expert advice. The expert advice included useful tips for conducting prior art search for the specific patent application, and was additionally tailored to the process technology, such that following every step in the expert advice would result in the best performed search strategy for each technology (Appendix B, Exhibits B8 and B9). Thus, the expert advice was both task and technology specific, and recommended explicit search strategies on manipulating the user interface (for the machine learning group) and composing the search string (for the Boolean search group). Fourth, postsearch "judgment" tasks were simplified such that identification of the "silver bullet"-one prior patent which would invalidate all claims in the focal patent application-would result in the correct decision, i.e. that the application be rejected. Finally, the information technology department at the business school worked with USPTO officials to ensure smooth functioning of both technologies-Boolean and Machine Learning, and capture the work-logs of participants as they interfaced with the technology.
The actual experiment proceeded over two weeks, as follows. In Week 1, participants were trained on details of the patent examination task by officials from USPTO, and provided information similar to new patent examiner hires. Here, they were introduced to both search technologies, but at this point, participants were unaware of which technology would be assigned to them. At the end of Week 1, participants were randomly assigned to a technology-Boolean or Machine learning (see details in Appendix B) using a random number generator. Each participant received additional online documentation and general training materials to ensure familiarity with the technology and task and were given five days to complete the exercise. The participants then initiated the exercise, searching for prior patent references. Half of the participants (randomly chosen again) on each technology received the email containing expert advice from the USPTO patent examiner in the midst of this exercise. Correctly inputting these strategies resulted in a list of the prior art potentially relevant to the specific patent application; however, it was not sufficient for task completion.
The subject had to read through the output, determine which prior art references were relevant, and use this information when adjudicating the claims. The adjudication element was simplified, given the signalidentification of the "silver bullet" prior art patent-would lead to rejection. At the end of the exercise, we assessed performance, measured by both search accuracy (referencing the "silver bullet" citation) and speed.
As it relates to the four criteria for an "ideal experiment," first, participants did not self-select into this experiment. All participants were students enrolled in a semester-long, second-year elective MBA course, and they were unaware at time of enrollment of their potential participation in the experiment. While participation in the experiment was voluntary, two of the three sections of the course had a 100% participation rate for students physically on campus that week 9 , and the third had a participation rate of 81%.
In addition, participants signed consent forms prior to knowing the technology they were assigned, alleviating the concern that participation in the experiment might be endogenous to being assigned to a technology. Second, to prevent across group contamination, participants were asked to sign an academic declaration of honesty, stating they would work on the exercise on their own and would not collaborate with anyone during the exercise. While such contamination would only attenuate our results, this alleviates some concern that individuals in one technology group accessed the search tool assigned to the other group. Moreover, access to the electronic activity logs enables us to test how many of the individuals in the group that did not receive expert advice ended up using the advice as suggested by the e-mail: we find that this occurred in only three cases, and the results are robust to these cases being excluded from the analysis. Finally, the activity logs for each participant also help shed light on the underlying mechanisms driving the causal relations of interest, including whether or not participants integrated the expert advice into their search activities. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the sample. Overall, the average participant spent 22.6 minutes on the tool; the time spent ranged from a minimum of 0 minutes, to a maximum of 93 minutes. 10 It is important to note that the minutes spent on the tool only include when the examiner was logged in.
Examiners were logged out automatically after 90 seconds of inactivity on the tool and had to re-enter their search queries when they logged back in.
[Insert Table 1 here]
Variable Definitions
Dependent Variables: Success in the task is based on whether the patent application being reviewed was rejected for all five claims due to participants identifying the single relevant prior art citation. To measure an examiner's success, we count the number of times they cited the prior art citation in their evaluation of each claim. To measure an examiner's productivity, we compute the ratio of prior art citations to time spent on the platform. In robustness checks we use as a dependent variable an indicator for citing the relevant prior art citation.
Independent Variables:
We manipulated two variables in this study: First, is a dummy variable set to 1 if the examiner was assigned to use the machine-learning based process technology, Sigma, (and 0 otherwise).
Second, , is a dummy variable set to 1 if the examiner received the expert advice email (and 0 otherwise). The prior knowledge base of examiners is captured by the indicator variable & , set to 1 if 10 23 participants spent no time working on the tool, and they seem to be randomly distributed across groups. Also, neither technology, nor CS&E background, nor expert advice are predictive of the time spent on the time tool.
examiner has a degree in computer science and engineering (and 0 otherwise). Based on the framework outlined in Figure 1 , the variable encapsulates the construct of domain expertise; on the other hand, the variable & reflects vintage specific human capital for machine learning technology.
Controls:
Although randomization ensures unbiased estimates, we include several pre-treatment control variables in our model to reduce residual variation and increase the precision of treatment effect estimates.
Controls include indicators for section, gender, whether the individual has a partner, and is a US citizen.
Balance Tests and Empirical Approach
As noted above, each examiner was randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups (Boolean vs.
Machine Learning; Received Expert Advice vs. not), stratified by examiner background (whether the examiner had a CS&E degree) and examiner section. The sampling method comprised three steps. First, we sorted student IDs by section and CS&E background. Second, we matched subjects in the four treatment groups to the six strata (3 sections* CS&E background dummy). This ensured each of the six strata have an approximately equal number of subjects assigned to each treatment group. In the final step, within each stratum, we shuffled the treatment assignments using a random number generator. We verified our randomized treatment assignment generated roughly equal numbers of each treatment within each stratum. Table 2 presents means and standard errors of various pre-treatment variables by the four treatment groups.
The stratification and matching seems to have worked as designed, because the distribution of CS&E and section are evenly distributed between the four treatment groups. Other pre-treatment variables are also balanced across the groups.
[Insert Table 2 here]
To examine the causal effects of machine learning and the random provision of expert advice, we estimate the following set of equations using OLS: 11
where includes the controls noted above and is either the number of times the relevant prior art citation is referenced or the examiner's productivity (relevant prior art citations per minute). Equation (1) estimates the causal effect of machine learning relative to the Boolean technology, while equation (2) examines the causal effect of the provision of expert advice, and equation (3) examines the interaction between expert advice and machine learning. Table 3 reports the results from estimating equations (1)- (3). Columns (1) and (2) of Panel A show that machine learning is associated with 0.12 fewer citations of the relevant prior art. Machine learning is not necessarily less efficient in terms of time (columns (7) and (8) (3) and (4) (5)), though the negative interaction is not robust to including controls.
RESULTS
[Insert Table 3 about here]
We next turn to the efficacy of the search process using each technology in terms of data output of prior art potentially relevant to the focal application. As stated earlier, Agrawal et al. (2018) note that use of machine learning based process technologies leads to superior prediction, relative to older vintages of process technologies. We test this proposition by studying whether the use of Machine Learning based process technology leads to a superior prediction, relative to Boolean technology in the form of the prediction technology leading to a narrower distribution of relevant prior art. Table 4 provides the total number of prior art patents, and validates this proposition: in the two Boolean treatment groups, there were 204 (without expert advice) and 158 (with expert advice) unique patents cited, versus 122 and 107 in the two machine learning groups respectively. The wider distributions in the Boolean vs. machine learning groups are also depicted in Figure 2 . Figure 2 provides their distribution (number of times each prior art patent was cited) across all examiners in each treatment groups. Importantly, the green bar in Figure 2 represents the "silver bullet" prior art citation, while the red bars represent patents not necessary to invalidate the claims of the focal patent. Evident in Figure 2 is the critical role of expert advice (i.e. domain specific expertise): regardless of search technology used, the "silver bullet" was identified only in the presence of expert advice. Moreover, 75% of the citations related to 92 (without expert advice) and 64 (with expert advice) in the Boolean groups;
while they related to 27 to 33 patents in the respective machine learning groups. We performed two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to compare these distributions and reject the null that the distributions are not different from each other (p<0.05). Similarly, chi-squared tests to see if the same patents were cited in each treatment group also reject the null (p < 0.05). Collectively, these patterns suggest that the relevance-ranked results of the machine learning tool do direct examiners to a narrower list of patents, and in the presence of expert advice, identify the necessary "silver bullet." (i.e. superior prediction). Thus, the patterns validate the Agrawal et al. (2018) proposition that ML based technologies lead to a superior predictive signal.
[Insert Table 4 and Figure 2 here]
In Table 5 and Figures 3-4 , we address the extent to which productivity differentials between using new (machine learning) and older (Boolean) process technology is contingent on domain specific expertise and vintage specific human capital through a two-way interaction of technology and CS&E background, and a triple interaction with expert advice. Both Table 5 and Figure 3 indicate the only combinations of knowledge background and technologies able to identify the relevant prior citation were non-CS&E examiners working with the Boolean technology, and CS&E examiners working with machine learning technology. Surprisingly, we find that no CS&E examiners found the relevant prior art while using the Boolean tool. The triple interaction results in Table 5 further suggest that the ability to find the relevant prior art is entirely contingent on receiving expert advice. As shown in Figure 4 , none of the examiners found the relevant prior art if they did not receive expert advice. Moreover, within the sample that received expert advice, we find that the only combinations who found the relevant prior art are non-CS&E examiners working with Boolean technology, and CS&E examiners working with the machine learning technology (and the difference between these two groups is not statistically significant). Given that CS&E examiners are only 22% of the sample, this prior knowledge discrepancy clearly underlies the negative main effect of machine learning in our main results: i.e. because non-CS&E examiners are much better on Boolean than machine learning, and because non-CS&E examiners make up 78% of the sample, we find that on average machine learning underperforms Boolean.
[Insert Table 5 , and Figures 3-4 here]
Mechanisms and Robustness Checks
We also explore mechanisms related to why we observe such heterogeneous effects of technology on productivity based on prior CS&E background (i.e. vintage specific human capital). In this section, we use the information in the examiners search activity logs among those who got the expert advice to try to better understand why non-CS&E examiners had lower productivity while using the machine learning technology, and where the CS&E workers went awry on the Boolean technology. Our theory suggests the adoption of the machine learning technology may change the value of certain vintage specific human capital and skills over others-i.e. in the case of the Boolean technology, even well-defined search strings may result in long lists of potentially relevant prior art. In this case, the relevant skills relate largely to reading comprehension. In contrast, with the machine learning technology, if the examiner has the skills to manipulate the user interface of the process technology such that the technology predicts a narrower set of relevant prior art, then such skills (i.e. manipulating the user interface of the machine learning process technology) substitute for the reading and comprehension skills.
Our first examination looks at the Boolean search tool, to see how effectively the examiners were able to manipulate the user interface to implement the search tips recommended in the expert advice. On the Boolean technology, this amounts to a simple copy and paste of the exact expression of the e-mail. Panel A of Figure 5 shows a binned scatter plot of the number of these "expert searches" performed based on the total number of minutes spent on the tool, broken out into CS&E and non-CSE&E categories. 12 The figure shows that the lines are essentially parallel, indicating that per-minute spent on the tool, CS&E and non-12 Note that the respondents were automatically logged out after 90 seconds and when they logged back in they had to repeat their search. Minutes in the tool is the total amount of minutes the respondent spent logged in.
CS&E were equally effective in translating the expert advice into searches. Columns (1)-(4) of Table 6 report the tests of this comparison, confirming that there is no statistically significant difference in the slopes.
Despite being able to integrate the expert advice on the Boolean technology at the same rates, we see in Panel A of Figure 6 that non-CS&E examiners are much more effective in turning those searches into finding the relevant prior art. These results are estimated in columns (3)- (4) of Table 7 , which documents that CS&E examiners are less able to translate the expert searches into finding the relevant prior art than their non-CS&E counterparts. We interpret this evidence as suggestive that the non-CS&E examiners have better reading comprehension skills than their CS&E counterparts. Table 8 confirms that these results hold when we examine productivity differences as compared to just finding the relevant art.
We perform a very similar analysis for the machine learning technology. In that particular subsample, there were three particular expert tips that needed to be followed to have a high probability of finding the prior art. The first two tips were relatively straightforward to integrate into the user interface: they included setting the weights and checking the "Claims" box. We call these the simple expert tips. The third tip, which is somewhat more complicated, revolved around manipulating the word cloud within the user interface-we call this the complex tip. Panel B and C of Figure 5 examine how well CS&E and non-CS&E examiners are able to incorporate the simple and complex tips into their searches per minute on the tool. Panel B of Figure   5 presents a binned scatter plot of the number of times the search on the machine learning tool included the simple tips per minute spent on the tool. Visually, the slopes are quite similar: Columns (7)- (8) of Table 6 performs the empirical analysis and confirms that there is no statistical discrepancy between the slopes.
However, Panel C of Figure 5 shows clearly that the non-CS&E examiners have much more difficulty incorporating the complex tip of manipulating the word cloud relative to the CS&E examiners. Columns (11) and (12) of Table 6 confirm that the visual differences in the slopes between the CS&E and non-CS&E examiners is statistically significant.
Panel B and C of Figure 6 examine how well these expert searches translate into finding the relevant prior art. Panel B of Figure 6 indicates that despite doing the simple search tips, the non-CS&E examiners were unable to locate the relevant prior art. In Panel C, we see that very few actual searches of non-CS&E workers were able to include both the complex and simple tips. In contrast, the CS&E sample were much better able to translate their expert searches with both simple and complex tips into finding the relevant prior art. Table 7 columns (7), (8), and (11) and (12) confirm that these slopes are indeed different, while the same columns in Table 8 confirm the results are robust to examining productivity.
[Insert Table 6 , 7, 8, and Figures 5, 6 here]
Given our experimental design randomizes technology vintage and expert advice, we believe the results to be robust to many alternative explanations and model specifications. Nonetheless, one potential concern is with the count measure as the dependent variable. We re-ran all our results with an indicator for whether an individual found the relevant prior art citation at all, and the results, presented in the Appendix A, are qualitatively and quantitatively very similar (see Tables A1-A4 in Appendix A). Another potential concern is that voluntary participation in the study created a nonrandom selection into the study, thus creating generalizability issues due to sample selection. As noted above, two of the three sections had a 100% participation rate, while the other had an 81% rate; thus we do not expect nonrandom selection into the sample to bias our results.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our study is motivated by technological advances in machine learning-the current state of development in AI-and the quest to examine production complementarities between vintage of process technology, domain specific knowledge and vintage specific human capital. These issues are theoretically and practically important: complementarities between existing human capital and the process technologies with which individuals interface affect not only the pace of technological substitution, but also workplace practices and socio-economic outcomes for individuals at work.
Based on our theoretical framework that builds on Agrawal et al. (2018) and is outlined in Figure 1 , we interpret our results as follows. Firstly, as theorized, we find machine learning process technology generated a more precise signal (i.e. narrower distribution) of relevant prior art. However, we observe heterogeneous productivity effects based on the provision of prior domain specific knowledge and vintage specific human capital. Prior domain specific knowledge codified as expert advice provided in the email results is related to the search strategy that results in identifying the relevant prior art. We also observe heterogeneous productivity effects based on complementarity of process technology and prior vintage specific human capital. As expected, we find examiners with a background in CS&E were more productive while using the machine learning process technology; we ascribe this effect to their superior ability (relative to non-CS&E examiners) in manipulating the user interface of the machine learning tool to incorporate the relatively complex tips provided in the email outlining the expert search strategy. We also find, compared to the CS&E examiners, non-CS&E examiners were relatively more productive while using the Boolean tool.
While counterintuitive and surprising, we provide evidence that while CS&E and non-CS&E examiners are being able to integrate the expert advice on the Boolean technology at the same rates, non-CS&E examiners are much more effective in turning those searches into finding the relevant prior art. Given that the only task intermediate to incorporating the expert advice and finding prior art relates to reading prior art, we conclude that this result suggests greater reading comprehension skills among non-CS&E examiners. In summary, our results suggest that changing the prediction technology from Boolean to Machine Learning changes the relative value of vintage specific human capital and skills in the following way: Under the Boolean technology, reading skills are paramount to sift through the vast amount of prior art, since even well done Boolean searches will result in imprecise relevance rankings. In contrast, skills that enable the examiner to effectively manipulate the user-interface of the machine learning technology will substitute for reading skills, since effective use of the machine learning tool will create a higher quality relevance ranking of prior art, thereby reducing the need for extensive reading. More generally, our results suggest that the adoption of machine learning based process technologies in the workplace will reduce the value of skills needed to support the imprecise prediction of older technology. Examples of such skills include reading text, reading X-ray records, etc. On the other hand, at least in the immediate term, the adoption of machine learning based process technologies in the workplace will enhance the value of computer science skills that help the individual manipulate the user-interface of such technologies.
Of course, the generalizability of our study is subject to important limitations, some of which require additional research to address. First, our focus in this study is on the window where workers first interface with technologies, rather than after a prolonged association. This boundary condition is both a feature and a limitation. Initial conditions are important to study, as they have path dependent outcomes for the future, both in terms of adoption decisions, and the strategies which will enable better diffusion of adopted technologies. However, it is a limitation inasmuch as we are unable to examine performance improvements over longer periods of time. While technology-skill matches and provision of expert advice increase the initial productivity, what is unclear is whether constant exposure and learning-by-doing by workers would cause the relative differences between the groups to grow or shrink over time.
Second, our reliance on an experimental design and choice of MBA students as subjects was motivated by the need for causal inferences in a sample of highly skilled but heterogeneously specialized labor force. Further, as noted above, this choice of experimental subjects permitted us to control for prior familiarity with both task and technology, so we could isolate the effects of prior knowledge domains, and the provision of domain expertise to randomly distributed subjects. However, as is true for all laboratory experiments, generalizability of the results are limited by the abstractions from reality, and applications to other relevant sub-populations of the labor force. While we expect our sample population of MBA students at a top tier business school to be similar to the target sector of highly skilled individuals interested in intellectual property rights, the results of our experiments need to be replicated in similar contexts for confirmation. Also, we deliberately abstracted away from vertical differentiation (high vs. low skilled labor), but widespread use of new technologies may well require an inquiry expanding to this dimension as well.
Finally, our research context and technology vintages are very specific-applicable to USPTO's development of the machine learning tool Sigma relative to Boolean search. Machine learning technologies are themselves heterogeneous, and their development for tasks may render user interfaces more or less complex, which itself has implications for complementarities with human capital. Accordingly, while our results should be interpreted with caution, we urge scholars to add to the budding empirical research examining productivity of all machine learning technologies, and their contingencies.
Limitations notwithstanding, our study contributes to several literature streams. Recent theoretical models and empirical findings related to artificial intelligence and machine learning have stressed substitution effects of technologies on human capital, particularly when related to prediction (Agrawal et al. 2018; Autor 2015; Benzell et al. 2015; Jones et al., 2017) . Human capital in this literature stream is largely incorporated either in the form of vertical differentiation (high vs. low skilled workers), or because of comparative advantage in complementary tasks related to judgment, new discoveries, or tacit knowledge Agrawal et al., 2018; Autor, 2015) . We extend this literature in two ways-first, we integrate insights from the related literatures on technology diffusion (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic, 2009 ) and pace of technology substitution (Adner and Kapoor, 2016; Adner and Snow, 2010; Christensen, 1997) to explicitly compare productivity of machine learning technologies with earlier vintages. Second, and contributing to all three literature streams above, we highlight that productivity differentials between new (machine learning) and older vintage process technology hinges on two important human capital attributes of individuals using the process technology: vintage specific human capital, and domain specific expertise.
The strategic management literature on strategic renewal within the context of disruptive technologies acknowledges both imperatives and challenges of change (Agarwal and Helfat, 2009; Christensen, 1997; Tushman and Anderson, 1990) . Moreover, scholars have noted the rate at which new technologies substitute old technologies relate to complementarities with existing resources and capabilities, in addition to endogenous strategies for extending the relevance of older vintages (Adner and Snow, 2010; Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Bloom et al., 2012; Bapna et al., 2013; Hatch and Dyer 2004; Henderson 2006 ).
Inasmuch as specialized knowledge domains embodied in heterogeneous human capital will continue to retain value for judgment, and given that humans will be relevant at work in the foreseeable future, our study highlights the importance of incorporating these contingencies in theories and empirical work examining productivity of new (machine learning) technologies, rather than conceptualizing main effects alone. Doing so enables the identification of real productivity costs incurred because of within-vintage differences in human capital caused by differential rates of absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) .
Finally, our study also has implications for related literature streams on human capital and career specialization (Becker and Murphy, 1992; Lazear, 2004; Rosen, 1983; Teodoridis, 2017; Zuckerman et al., 2003) . While this literature has focused on life cycle effects of human capital investments, and generally found beneficial effects of developing specialized knowledge (Becker and Murphy, 1992; Castanias and Helfat, 1991; Greenwood et al., 2017) , but also that benefits of specialization are contingent on market or institutional factors (Castanias and Helfat, 1991; Merluzzi and Phillips, 2016) . We extend this literature by highlighting the differential effects of specialized domains for absorptive capacity to interface with entirely new technologies.
New technological advances such as AI exhibit skill-bias not only in the vertical realm (i.e. high vs. low skill), but also to the extent they privilege CS&E knowledge relative to other specialized domains. Accordingly, benefits and costs of career specialization must also be evaluated in the context of what skills and knowledge are considered foundational for complementarities with the latest technology vintages.
The study has several implications for practice. First, and immediately applicable to USPTO, our study unearths human capital complementarities as critical to productivity of alternative technologies. One immediate insight may be a sequential rather than simultaneous roll-out of machine learning technology.
While GAO (2016) has highlighted the hurdles posed by existing search technologies for patent examiners' productivity given significant public concern about backlogs in the patent approval process, our study shows that these may nonetheless retain value for examiners who have non-CS&E knowledge bases. Overall productivity, both in the short and long run, may be enhanced through CS&E examiners' immediate use of machine learning. Their learning-by-doing insights can then be transformed into a codified library of task and technology specific knowledge for a larger scale diffusion among examiners and stakeholders for intellectual property rights in the general population. Using these tools, potential innovators may be better able to assess the likely viability of a patent application. Second, at a broader level, our study highlights the need for technology-skill specific training, rather than technology-specific alone. Given that new technologies require re-composition of tasks relative to old technologies, training programs often focus on the provision of technology specific skills. Our study calls for a more nuanced approach-one where firms need to account for prior vintage specific human capital in its workforce while designing technology training programs. Third, the implications of our study extend beyond training of the existing workforce to other human resource management practices, including recruitment, retention, and innovation management, especially for firms operating in dynamic industries. For example, the literature on recruitment outlines conditions for when firms should hire externally vs. internally, including "acqui-hiring" (Chatterji and Patro, 2014) to gain simultaneous access to technologies and complementary employees, or for positions with strong firm-specific or industry-specific components (Bidwell and Keller, 2014; Bidwell and Mollick, 2015; Williams, Chen and Agarwal, 2017) . Our results indicate firms investing in new technologies need to assess relative value of skills when making decisions on whether to hire externally, or promote internal talent. Also, for employee retention, perceptions of fairness and inequality may be exacerbated by underlying productivity differentials from working with different technologies. Thus, in addition to factors such as organizational culture, employee voice and work practices (Sheridan 1992; Spencer 1986; Guthrie 2001) , our study highlights job satisfaction and incentive alignment will also depend on the attention firms implementing new technologies pay to whether employees have skills that lend to higher productivity while using new process technologies, and appropriate alignment of compensation mechanisms.
Another practical implication relates to our study's focus on workers not as developers of machine learning technologies, but as users of the process technology. While the development and integration of machine learning and artificial intelligence into commercially viable technologies and products is performed by those who possess computer science and engineering (CS&E) knowledge, their enhanced productivity will be contingent on by a widespread usage by heterogeneous workforce specializing in different knowledge contexts, and these other knowledge bases retain their importance for other task components such as decision making and judgment. For example, in the more immediate term, many of the AI based process technologies will be used by lawyers, radiologists, accountants, supply chain managers, i.e. individuals without a background in computer science. Accordingly, the results of our study suggest that user-interfaces of machine learning based process technologies need to be simple to use and manipulate from the perspective of such "non-CS&E" users. This may also explain why several AI developers have argued for voice recognition based interfaces for their tools, compared to graphic user interfaces. 13 Finally, and at the larger levels of innovation and education policy, our study highlights the importance of computer programming training to increase familiarity and develop these as generalized skills for the knowledge economy, even as subsequent human capital investments continue to focus on specialized knowledge domains. Recently, Apple CEO, Tim Cook remarked to primary school students at a French school that learning to code may be more important than learning English as a second language (Clifford, 2017) . Elaborating on the comment further, Cook discussed the benefits of computer coding not just in terms of higher salaries, but as a critical "backseat" complement to creativity in the "front seat," because "the blend with both of these, you can do such powerful things now." 
